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My eldest daughter is getting married in the summer. I
dont have any stress of having children anytime soon,
Ellen says. Im just focusing on being a single mom and

getting my artistic endeavors out there. I want to create
my own brand, my own foundation. Im going to develop
my career and grow it. Im a big dreamer. I have a lot of
goals in mind. I want to make a living off of art. This is

something that I love doing. Its my passion, and I work well
with pressure. I work very well with a deadline, Ellen says.
I like to produce. Its important to be driven and focused. I
try to do that every single day. I always try to look to my
past, Ellen says. What did I do right. What did I do wrong.
And I try to learn something every day. I do it because Im
a teacher at heart. Im a self-learner. I read a lot. I listen to
podcasts. I watch a lot of YouTube. I watch a lot of videos,
Ellen says. A lot of my learning is passive learning, Ellen

says. Im more like a sponge than a sponge. I soak up a lot
of knowledge. Also, almost 5,000 people attend. Of course,

I will continue to do this for any other desired charities.
Ellen told me that this is the first time she has been on an
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online sales team, and being on the business side of retail
is a lot different than being in a sales team with a client.

This is the third year that Ellen has been with us. Ellen said
she likes just being on the business side of things instead

of being in the retail side. I think everyone likes that
aspect of it. I know that I do. Thats something that a lot of
people do not realize. Yes, it's showtime. The 1996 Emmy

®-winning drama starring two time Golden Globe ®
winner Ellen Burstyn takes another look. Ellen Burstyn as

beloved stage veteran Joan Crawford gets her due in
Hollywood, walking off the stage after a rousing

performance in the 1996 comedy-drama biopic, The Moth.
Those who remember Burstyn's theater career as a young

girl in Los Angeles will recognize that she loves theater
more than Hollywood. She so enjoys the art form that

she's going back to one of her beloved movies for a new
telling of her story.
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